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a b s t r a c t
As a kind of e-health notion, telemedicine employs telecommunication and information technologies
to provide remote clinical health care. Telecare medicine information system (TMIS) is a widely used
application nowadays. Through the services provided by such e-health systems, doctors can obtain the
variation of patients’ conditions and make treatments quickly and accordingly. Recently, researchers
have employed the Chebyshev chaotic maps in the authentication process of TMISs. Unfortunately, many
kinds of security weaknesses such as off-line guessing attack, destitution of user anonymity and session
key agreement happen in relative work. To overcome the disadvantages, we propose a secure remote
authentication scheme employing the chaotic maps. We use the formal proof under random oracle model,
and the famous verification tool Proverif to prove the security of the proposed scheme. Besides, informal
analysis including ten security properties and performance comparison are shown to supplement the
security properties. From the formal proof, we can see that the attacker has a negligible probability
to crack the scheme over the active guessing attack. The formal verification demonstrates that our
scheme can resist the attackers simulated by the tool Proverif. Moreover, we compare our scheme with
several recent schemes, and the comparison results show that our scheme reaches the level of security
requirements and also has suitable cost in performance. Thus, it is more applicable to telecare medicine
environments.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
With the development of cloud computing, the concept of cloud
assisted E-health develops fast nowadays. [1–6] proposed different
security solutions from different aspects for could computing, and
they are useful for building secure E-health system. As a sort of
cognition of cloud assisted E-health, telemedicine attracts people’s
attention. Telecare Medical Information System (TMIS) [7,8] is one
author.
* Corresponding
E-mail address: lixiongzhq@163.com (X. Li).

of the most popular applications of remote E-health service. It employs the traditional medical care services such as clinical diagnosis
and health records storage. Both doctors and patients can enjoy
the convenience of TMISs. The messages among the doctors, the
patients and the servers are transmitted via the public networks.
Any modification of those data may bring patients hazard. Also,
patients’ information should be secret. The leakage of such data
threats the patients’ privacy and makes them inconvenience. So
how to make the transmission secure in TMISs is a hot issue.
To protect the important information flowing in the public channel [9], the method authentication and key agreement
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becomes a necessary part in the communication process, like
[10–22]. Besides the password, a storage device, such as a smart
card, or a mobile device, containing user’s special secret data,
owned by the user is employed in the remote authentication systems. This device is issued by a trusted server. The user who wants
to join the system must submit his own information, such as the
identity and some preprocessed strings which are related to registration to the server. The reason why network-based applications
face above hazards is that many malicious adversaries exist in the
network. For example, they may eavesdrop, intercept or even forge
messages to disrupt the normal communications. Then dangers
such as the user impersonation attack, the server spoofing attack
and the off-line guessing attack occur. In order to overcome the
weaknesses, many such schemes have been proposed [16,23–28].
1.1. Related works
Chebyshev chaotic map theory is now widely used in cryptography, such as S-boxes and hash functions. Recently, it is brought
into the Client–Server architecture authentication protocols by
researchers and naturally adopted by TMISs. In 2010, Guo and
Zhang [29] pointed out that Xiao et al.’s scheme [30] vulnerable
to the server spoofing attack. In 2012, Xue et al. [31] proposed an
improved authentication scheme with chaotic maps. But Tan [32]
pointed out that Xue et al.’s scheme was under the man-inthe-middle attack, also without strong anonymity. In 2013, Guo
et al. [12] proposed a chaotic maps-based authentication scheme
using smart cards. Unfortunately, Hao et al. [33] showed that Guo
et al.’s scheme cannot guarantee the untraceability of the user.
Also, there are two secret keys stored in the server as the burden.
They presented a novel scheme for TMISs to avoid the weaknesses.
But Jiang et al. [34] and Lee [35] showed the weaknesses in Hao
et al.’s scheme, such as under the smart card loss attack and
the attack proposed by Bergamo et al. [36]. They designed new
schemes for TMISs, respectively. But Mishra et al. [15] showed that
Jiang et al.’s scheme was under the de-synchronization attack, here
we should point out that some papers [15,37] employ the name
Denial of Service(DoS) attack refer to the de-synchronization attack, which may make rearers confused. The reason of such attack
is that the latest updated information on different participants for
the authentication process of next session are not the same, and
we use the name de-synchronization attack to demonstrate the
occurrence which blocks the normal authentication process. Also,
Li et al. [37] showed that the schemes in [34,35] were insecure,
and both the schemes in [34,35] have some weaknesses such as
services misuse in the authentication process. For example, in both
schemes, all users’ real identities are useless in the authentication
process. In 2014, Lin [14] presented a dynamic identity authentication scheme with chaotic maps. But in 2015, Wang et al. [16] found
that Lin’s scheme was insecure because it lacked user anonymity
and was vulnerable to the user impersonation attack. They presented a new scheme with chaotic maps and mobile devices for the
TMISs. But Wang et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to the attack which
was described by Bergamo et al. [36], the off-line guessing attack,
the user impersonation attack and the de-synchronization attack.
Moreover, Wang et al.’s scheme cannot provide user anonymity
and key agreement. Also in 2015, Lee [38] considered that the
scheme in [29] could not resist the off-line guessing attack. In
2016, Islam et al. [24] pointed out that weaknesses such as user
impersonation attack and lack of forward security existed in Lin’s
scheme [14]. But in fact it cannot keep user anonymity. Also in
2016, Liu and Xue [39] pointed out that the scheme in [38] was
too complex with a traditional asymmetric encryption skeleton.
However, the scheme in [39] has weaknesses including no friendly
password for user and lack of user anonymity. In order to tackle
the mentioned vulnerabilities, we propose a new remote authentication scheme with chaotic maps for TMISs. Formal proof is used
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Table 1
Notations.
Symbol

Meaning

Ui , IDi , PWi
S, s

The ith user with his identity and password
The remote server with its secret key
The attacker
The hash function
Random integers
The session keys calculated by S and Ui
The XOR operation

A

h(·)
u, v
sks , sku

⊕

to illustrate the security against attacks. We also do security verification by utilizing the popular tool Proverif and concrete analysis
which prove that the proposed scheme is applicable and secure.
1.2. Contributions & organization
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We propose a novel remote authentication scheme for
TMISs relied on chaotic maps and smart cards.
2. A formal proof of the proposed scheme is given to demonstrate the security of the attacker.
3. Via the code of Proverif, we show that the proposed scheme
is robust and can resist various attacks simulated in the
Proverif environment.
4. Compared to some recent chaotic maps-based authentication schemes for TMISs, our scheme performs well and is
applicable for TMISs.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: some basic knowledge for the whole paper is illustrated in Section 2. We show
our scheme in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, we use the formal
proof and formal verification to prove the security of our scheme,
respectively. Sections 6 and 7 demonstrate the security analysis of
our scheme and the performance comparison among some recent
schemes, respectively. Finally, the conclusion appears in Section 8.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notations
We list the notations used throughout the paper in Table 1.
2.2. Basic knowledge of Chebyshev chaotic maps
Here we list some preliminary knowledge about Chebyshev
chaotic maps. The detailed expressions and explanations can be
found in [40,41].
Definition 1. The original definition of Chebyshev polynomial:
n is a positive integer and x is a real number in [−1, 1]. The
Chebyshev polynomial is Tn (x) = cos(n(arccos(x))) with a degree
n. Or we can see that:
1
x
2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x)

{
Tn (x) =

n=0
n=1
n ≥ 2.

(1)

Definition 2. The enhancement of Chebyshev polynomial in cryptosystem:
x ∈ (−∞, +∞) is an integer variable, and p is a large prime.
The Chebyshev polynomial Tn (x) is presented as follows:
1
x mod p
2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x) mod p

{
Tn (x) =

n=0
n=1
n ≥ 2.

(2)
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Fig. 1. Registration phase.

Definition 3. The Chebyshev polynomial has the semigroup property in real number field, i.e., given x ∈ (−∞, +∞) and two
random positive integers u and v , Tu (Tv (x)) = Tv (Tu (x)) satisfies.

The registration phase, login and verification phases, and password
change phase are also shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Definition 4. If x ∈ Zp∗ , Tn (x) mod p is the sequence generated
by Chebyshev polynomial. We define the period as d, so Tn+d (x) =
Tn (x), n = 0, 1, 2 . . ..

3.1. Registration phase

Definition 5. From [40], if we consider dmin as the minimal period
for Tn (x) in Definition 2, dmin is a divisor of p2 − 1. That is to say,
dmin = p − 1 or p + 1. We employ p + 1 and the degree can be
retrieved in [1, p].
Assumption 1. Discrete logarithm problem: given Tu (x) and x, u is
hard to compute.
Assumption 2. Computational Diffie–Hellman problem: given
Tu (x), Tv (x) and x, it is hard to compute Tuv (x).
2.3. Attacker model for informal analysis
According to [42], we suppose the attacker A has the following
abilities in the informal analysis. Note that we do not focus on how
A does to achieve the goals but only pay attention to the results A
can make.
1. A may block, eavesdrop and insert the messages in the
public channel between the user and the server under twofactor environment.
2. A may steal the user’s personal device, e.g., a smart card or
a mobile device, and retrieve the data from it.
3. A cannot crack the random numbers, hash results, and the
private key s in S within polynomial time. The above strings
reach a secure length at least.
4. The password and the identity of the user are both in two
finite sets. A has the ability to guess them in polynomial
time.
5. To discuss the property of strong forward security, which
is proposed in [23], A can get both sides’ long-term information, containing Ui ’ identity and password and the data
stored in Ui ’s storage device and the server S. Even though A
gets the above data, he cannot calculate the previous session
keys. We consider that the scheme satisfies the property.
3. Our proposed scheme
Our scheme consists of four phases: registration, login, verification and password change. We employ Definition 2 in Section 2.2. S
chooses a secure hash function h(·), an integer x ∈ (−∞, ∞) as the
argument of Chebyshev polynomial, a large prime p and a secure
number s as its private key. S publishes x, p and h(·) in the system.

• Step 1: Ui selects IDi and PWi , and sends IDi to S secretly.
• Step 2: S generates a random number ei , computes CIDi =
h(IDi , ei ) and B0 = h(CIDi , s), and sends B0 and CIDi to Ui via
a secure way.

• Step 3: Ui selects a random number bi , computes HPWi =
h(PWi , bi ), B1 = B0 ⊕ h(IDi , HPWi ) and B2 = h(IDi , PWi ) ⊕ bi
and stores (B1 , B2 , CIDi ) into his mobile device.

3.2. Login phase

• Step 1: Ui inputs IDi and PWi and computes bi = B2 ⊕
h(IDi , PWi ) and HPWi = h(PWi , bi ).
• Step 2: Ui generates random numbers u and ri , computes
C1 = B1 ⊕ h(IDi , HPWi ) ⊕ ri , C2 = Tu (x), C3 = h(ri ) ⊕
IDi and C4 = h(IDi , CIDi , ri , C2 , C3 ), and sends M1 =
{CIDi , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 } to S via a public channel.

3.3. Verification phase

• Step 1: After S received M1 , it computes ri = h(CIDi , s) ⊕
?
C1 and IDi = C3 ⊕ h(ri ), and then checks C4 =
h(IDi , CIDi , ri , C2 , C3 ). If it is wrong, S rejects the session. And
in a defined short time period, at most three chances for Ui ’s
login can be accepted. Or Ui ’s account will be frozen.
w
• Step 2: S chooses random numbers ene
and v , computes
i
w
new
new
CIDne
=
h(ID
,
e
),
C
=
h(CID
, s) ⊕ h(ri , CIDi ),
i
5
i
i
i
w
C6 = Tv (x), sks = Tv (C2 ), C7 = h(CIDi , ri ) ⊕ CIDne
and
i
new
C8 = h(IDi , CIDi , CIDi , C2 , C5 , C6 , C7 , sks ), and sends M2 =
{C5 , C6 , C7 , C8 } to Ui via a public channel. Finally, S uses sks
as the session key.
• Step 3: When Ui gets M2 , he computes sku = Tu (C6 )
?

w
and CIDne
= C7 ⊕ h(CIDi , ri ), and checks C8 =
i
w
h(IDi , CIDi , CIDne
, C2 , C5 , C6 , C7 , sku ). If the check fails, the
i
session will be terminated.
• Step 4: Ui produces a random number binew , computes
w
w
HPWinew = h(PWi , bne
), Bne
= C5 ⊕ h(ri , CIDi ) ⊕
i
1
new
new
w
h(IDi , HPWi ) and B2
= h(IDi , PWi ) ⊕ bne
, and subi
new
new
new
stitutes (B1 , B2 , CIDi ) for (B1 , B2 , CIDi ) in the mobile
device. And Ui uses sku as the session key.
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Fig. 2. Login and verification phases.

3.4. Password change phase

• Step 1: This step is same as Step 1 of login phase.
• Step 2: Ui selects a new nonce ri , computes C1 , C3 and C10 =
h(IDi , CIDi , ri , C3 ) and then sends M3 = {CIDi , C1 , C3 , C10 }
with a password change request to S.

• Step 3: S calculates IDi like the step 1 of the verification
?
phase, and checks C10 = h(IDi , CIDi , ri , C3 ). If the check
w
fails, the request will be denied. Otherwise, S selects ene
,
i
new
new
computes CIDi , C5 , C7 and C11 = h(IDi , CIDi , CIDi , C5 , C7 )
and sends M4 = {C5 , C7 , C11 } with a permission to Ui .
?

w
• Step 4: Ui computes CIDne
and checks C11 = h(IDi , CIDi ,
i
w
CIDne
,
C
,
C
).
If
it
does
not hold, the session will be
5
7
i

stopped. Otherwise, Ui inputs a new password PWinew ,
w
selects a random number bne
, computes HPWinew2
i
w
new 2
h(PWinew bne
),
B
C
h(r
h(IDi HPWinew2 )
5
i CIDi )
i
1
new 2
new
new
and B2
h(IDi PWi ) bi , and replaces (B1 B2 CIDi )
w2
w
with (B1new2 Bne
CIDne
) in the mobile device.
i
2

=

,

=

=
,

,
,

⊕
⊕

,

⊕

,

,

,

4. Formal proof
In this section, the formal proof is employed. There are two
parts: the premises for proof and the proof including consecutive
games.
4.1. Premises
To explain the process of proof simply, we consider that only
two participants in the proposed protocol P: a user U and a server
S. During the execution, both of them have many instances. Every

instance is an oracle and has a number k. U k and S k are instances
with number k for U and S, respectively. I k is for either party
without differences. An oracle has three results: accept, reject or ⊥.
If one oracle receives a right message, it reaches accept. Otherwise
it turns to reject. If no result is produced, ⊥ appears.
Before the proof starts, U has an identity ID, a password PW and
a mobile device containing B1 , B2 and CID. U can retrieve passwords
from the dictionary D with |D| elements. s and p are common data
in the process. P can be simulated many times. The session key sk
will be built after executing P.
To crack the privacy of the session keys, A has the ability of
making the following queries:

• Send(U i /S j , m): After receiving the message m, it outputs the
corresponding message that U i or S j should generate.

• Execute(U i , S j ): This query outputs transcripts in execution.
•
•
•
•

It simulates that A eavesdrops messages between U i and S j
in executions.
Rev eal(I k ): A will get sk if I k calculates it.
Corrupt(U i , mobile dev ice): All data in the mobile device can
be retrieved by A when this query happens.
Corrupt(I k ): This query models for strong forward security
defined in [23]. A gets PW and information from smart card
by asking Corrupt(U i ) or s in S by asking Corrupt(S j ).
Test(I k ): This query is only for the sfs-fresh instance. And
this notion will be explained below. After asking multiple
queries, A should pick a session for challenging. If there is
no session key generated in I k , ⊥ is returned. Otherwise, a
coin c is chosen. If c = 1, the real sk is returned. Otherwise,
a binary string owning the same length as sk is produced.

Some definitions are illustrated to denote the standard of security:
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Fig. 3. Password change phase.

• Partnering: Each instance U i or S j has pidiU or pidjS as a
j

Send queries, qe Execute queries and qh hash oracle queries, we have

j

partner identity, skiU or skS as a session key and sidiU or sidS
as a session identity once it reaches accept. U i and S j are
j
j
partners when pidiU = S j , pidS = U i , sidiU = sidS and
j
i
skU = skS .
• sfs-fresh: According to [23], I k is sfs-fresh while any of the
queries below does not occur:
1. A Rev eal(I k ) occurs, or A query Rev eal(pidkI ) occurs;
2. A Corrupt(I k ) or a Corrupt(pidkI ) appears before Test(I k ).

• sfs-security: We consider that the advantage of A cracking
P is the probability which A guesses the bit c produced
in Test(I k ) correctly, with I k having a session key and besfs
ing sfs-fresh. If A outputs c ′ , the advantage is AdvP (A) =
sfs
′
|2Pr [c = c ] − 1|. If AdvP (A) is negligibly greater than
O(qs /|D|), relying security parameter ls , the scheme P is
sfs-secure. qs is the upper limit of Send(I k , m).
Here one computation problem assumption should be demonstrated.
CHebyshev chaotic Computational Diffie–Hellman Problem
(CHCDHP) assumption: Given Tu (x) and Tv (x) and A can calculate
Tuv (x) in polynomial time t, the probability for A answering the
CHCDHP
CHCDHP
problem is AdvA
(t). In fact, AdvA
(t) ≤ ϵ where ϵ is a
ignorably tiny positive number.
4.2. Security proof
Theorem 1. In scheme P, the user can obtain different passwords with
quantity |D|. ls is the security length, that is for random numbers and
hash values. As an attacker A can use polynomial time t to make qs

sfs

AdvP (A) ≤

O((qs + qe )2 )

+

p
2qs

|D|

+

O(q2h + (qs + qe )2 )
2ls

+

O(qs + qh )
2ls −1

CHCDHP
+ O((qs + qe )2 qh )AdvA
(t + O(qs + qh )Tc )

(3)
where Tc is the computation time of one Chebyshev chaotic map
operation.
Proof.
We define Games Gi , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Succi means that A
guesses the bit c in Gi in Test successfully. Moreover, according to
Section 4.1, it is unnecessary to guess or compute ID.

• Game G0 : This is the protocol with random oracle model and
sfs
AdvP (A) = |2Pr [Succ0 ] − 1|. We pick a coin c ′ if the game
stops with no answer from A or A has not complete the
games since more queries or more time than predetermined
are used.
• Game G1 : All oracles are added in G1 . Furthermore, three lists
which store the results to the queries are defined. Lh is for
answers of hash oracles. But if the hash oracle is queried by A,
the result will be put in LA . And LP is the space for messages
in the session. All oracles are shown in Table 2. We cannot
tell G1 from G0 by the simulation. So Pr [Succ1 ] = Pr [Succ0 ].
• Game G2 : Here some collisions should be avoided. u and v
may be the same degree and r, e and enew may be the same
nonce in different sessions, respectively. Furthermore, collisions may occur among hash values. The games are stopped if
the above cases occur. u, v ∈ [1, p]. The lengths of nonces and
hash values are ls . G2 and G1 cannot be distinguished unless
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Table 2
Simulation of all required oracles.
For a hash query h(q), return a if the record (q, a) is in Lh . Otherwise,
choose a binary string a ∈ {0, 1}ls and inject (q, a) into Lh .
If A queries it, (q, a) is stored in LA .
For a Send(U i , start) query, compute b = B2 ⊕ h(ID, PW ) and
HPW = h(PW , b).
Choose random numbers u ∈ [1, p] and r.
Compute C1 = B1 ⊕ h(ID, HPW ) ⊕ r, C2 = Tu (x), C3 = h(r) ⊕ ID and
C4 = h(ID, CID, r , C2 , C3 ).
Then answer the query with M1 = {CID, C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 }.
For a Send(S j , M1 ) query:
Compute r = h(CID, x) ⊕ C1 and ID = C3 ⊕ h(r), and check
C4 ? = h(ID, CID, r , C2 , C3 ).
If it fails, reject the session. Otherwise, choose random numbers
v ∈ [1, p + 1] and enew .
Compute CIDnew = h(ID, enew ), C5 = h(CIDnew , s) ⊕ h(r , CID),
C6 = Tv (s), sks = Tv (C2 ),
C7 = h(CID, r) ⊕ CIDnew and C8 = h(ID, CID, CIDnew , C2 , C5 , C6 , C7 , sks ).
Then answer the query with M2 = {C5 , C6 , C7 , C8 }.
For a Send(U i , M2 ) query, answer it as follows:
Compute sku = Tu (C6 ) and CIDnew = C7 ⊕ h(CID, r), and check if
C8 = h(ID, CID, CIDnew , C2 , C5 , C6 , C7 , sku ).
If the check is unsuccessful, stop the session.
Generate a new random bnew , and compute HPW new = h(PW , bnew ),
w
w
Bne
= C5 ⊕ h(r , CID) ⊕ h(ID, HPW new ) and Bne
= h(ID, PW ) ⊕ bnew .
1
2
w
new
Replace (B1 , B2 , CID) with (B1new , Bne
,
CID
),
respectively.
2
For an Execute(U i , S j ) query, all Send queries occur in order and the
transcript (M1 , M2 ) is the answer.
For a Rev eal(I k ) query, sku or sks is returned if I k built a session key and
neither I k nor pidkI was queried by Test. Otherwise, a ⊥ is returned.
For a Corrupt(U i , smartcard) query, return the information in U’s smart
card.
For a Corrupt(I k ) query, return I k ’s all long-term information.
For a Test(I k ) query, get sk by Rev eal(I k ) and flip a coin c. If c = 1, sk is
the result. Otherwise, a random string {0, 1}ls is returned.

the collisions appear. Via birthday paradox, we can see that

|Pr [Succ2 ] − Pr [Succ1 ]| ≤

O((qs +qe )2 )
2p

O(q2h +(qs +qe )2 )
2ls +1

+
.
• Game G3 : Here we terminate the game if A forges right
messages without querying relative hash oracles. Two cases
are shown as follows:
– Case 1: To respond to Send(S j , M1 ) query, some
rules should be changed. ((ID, CID, r, C2 , C3 ), C4 ), (r , ∗),
((ID, ∗), ∗) ∈ LA and M1 ∈ LP should be true. Otherwise,
the session will be aborted. Among them, ((ID, ∗), ∗)
should appear two times. It is corresponding to two different records: ((ID, PW ), ∗) and ((ID, HPW ), ∗). Since
neither PW nor HPW is unknown to S, S can only
know there are such two records. Moreover, ((PW , b), ∗)
cannot be checked by S. The probability for forging the
O(q )
record ((ID, CID, r , C2 , C3 ), C4 ) is 2lss while the others
O(q )

are 2lsh .
– Case 2: To respond to Send(U i , M2 ), the rules need to be
changed, too. If ((ID, CID, CIDnew , C2 , C5 , C6 , C7 , ∗), C8 ),
((ID, ∗), CIDnew ), ((CIDnew , ∗), ∗), ((r , CID), ∗), ((CID, r),
∗) ∈ LA and {M1 , M2 } ∈ LP , the session
will continue. The probability for ((ID, CID, CIDnew ,
O(q )
C2 , C5 , C6 , C7 , ∗), C8 ) is 2lss while for the others are
O(qh )
.
2ls

So the two games G3 and G2 has no differences unless the
messages can be faked without hash queries. So |Pr [Succ3 ] −
O(qs +qh )
Pr [Succ2 ]| ≤
.
2ls
• Game G4 : In this game, CHCDHP is used. If A calculates
sku or sks and wins the game at last, we consider that

)

–

A solves the CHCDHP. If A computes sk, he should query
((ID, CID, CIDnew , C2 , C5 , C6 , C7 , sk), C8 ) to denote that he has
broken the CHCDHP.
We divide this game into two cases: online and off-line.
First Corrupt(U i , smartcard) needs to be queried and then
either of the following two cases can be done:

– Case 1: In online case, A can pick up a password from D
q
and test if it is the right one. The probability is |Ds| .
– Case 2: It is for off-line guessing attack. And either of the
two subcases follows:

∗ Subcase 1: A asks Execute(U i , S j ). Then A collects
simulated transcripts, uses information in U’s smart
card and asks hash queries to break the privacy of
sk. If we could find the correct query for C8 in LA , A
CHCDHP
is successful. The probability is O(qh )AdvA
(t +
O(qe )Tc ).
∗ Subcase 2: A asks successive Send queries to simulate Execute(U i , S j ). Like the above subcase, the
CHCDHP
probability is O(qh )AdvA
(t + O(qs )Tc ).
From the above analysis, we can see G4 and G3 are indistinguishable unless the above cases happens. It seems that
CHCDHP
(t + O(qs +
|Pr [Succ4 ] − Pr [Succ3 ]| ≤ |qDs| + O(qh )AdvA
qh )Tc ).
• Game G5 : Strong forward security is added here. According
to the definition of sfs-fresh, A can ask Corrupt(I k ) query
after Test(I k ) query. So old transcripts are used in the old
games. The probability for retrieving Tuv (x) is O (q +1q )2 , which
s
e
is calculated by Tu (x) and Tv (x). As the second case in
Game G4 , the winning probability is bounded by O((qs +
CHCDHP
qe )2 qh )AdvA
(t + O(qs + qh )Tc ) . So we can see that
CHCDHP
|Pr [Succ5 ] − Pr [Succ4 ]| ≤ O((qs + qe )2 qh )AdvA
(t + O(qs +
qh )Tc ).
At last the probability Pr [Succ5 ] =

1
.
2

So Theorem 1 is proved.

5. Formal verification
Proverif [43] is an important tool to evaluate the security of
cryptographic protocols in the formal way, and Proverif is related
to some sessions accompanied by some message space. Attacks can
be rebuilt by this tool like the follows: if one property cannot be
confirmed, its execution trace will be shown. So we use Proverif to
explain that our scheme meets the security requirements.
5.1. Proverif code
First, the preliminary code is shown in Fig. 4. There are two
channels in the scheme. ch is a public channel while sch is a secure
channel. We define sku and sks as the two session keys formed
at the end of the verification. s is the server’s secret key. IDi is
the user’s identity while PWi is the password. x is the argument
of the Chebyshev chaotic maps. d is the table in the server for
auditing.
Five basic functions are defined. h is the hash function. senc is
the symmetric encryption function. T is the Chebyshev polynomial.
xor is for X-or computation. con is the string concatenation function. Also, there is the decryption function and the definitions of
equations. Our aim is to prove the three queries are suitable for
security conditions. UserStart and UserAuth are events which test
if the process of authentication is rational.
The processes of the user and the server are demonstrated in
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The protocol is defined as the parallel
implementation of two processes.
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Fig. 4. Predefinition code of formal verification.

Fig. 6. Formal verification code for server.

Fig. 5. Formal verification code for user.

5.2. Results
Fig. 7. Code results.

We list the results in Fig. 7. The meanings of the results are: the
first query illustrates that the two events UserStart and UserAuth
are executed in order. The last two queries illustrate that the two
session keys withstand the adversary’s attacks. From the results we

know that our scheme passes the attacks simulated by Proverif. The
fact demonstrates that our scheme is useful and secure.
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6. Security analysis

–

produce a legal M2 , and the proposed scheme is free from server
spoofing attack.

In this section, we demonstrate the security of our scheme
and compare it with some recent proposed chaotic maps-based
authentication schemes [15,16,24,37,39] in Table 3. Three symbols
are used: ✓ denotes that the scheme fits for the property while ×
is opposite. N /A denotes that this property is not applicable to the
scheme.
6.1. Resistant to Bergamo et al.’s attack
This attack may happen while cosine function is employed
to calculate the result of chaotic maps. To avoid it, we use the
enhanced definition of Chebyshev chaotic maps. A cannot compute
a replaceable degree n with the inverse cosine function under
such condition. So our scheme withstands the attack proposed by
Bergamo et al. However, we see that in the scheme [16], after A
gets M1 and (Ni , x, Ts (x)) from Ui ’s mobile device, A can calculate
k∗ =

)

arccos(Tk (x))+2kπ
k∈Z .
arccos(x)

|

In fact, Tk∗ (x) = Tk (x) and A can get

Z = Tk∗ (Ts (x)) and IDi = CIDi ⊕ h(Z , T1 ). And we can see that A
obtains IDi at last.
6.2. Resistant to the insider attack
In the registration phase, Ui only submits IDi to S, any malicious
administrator cannot get information about the password. So our
scheme withstands this attack.
6.3. Resistant to the off-line guessing attack
Suppose A gets the data in Ui ’s mobile device and the messages
M1old and M2old in the last session. He may guess a password PW ∗ and
an identity ID∗ and compute b∗ = B2 ⊕ h(ID∗ , PW ∗ ) and HPW ∗ =
h(PW ∗ , b∗ ). Only three equations can be used for checking: B1 ⊕
?

?

old
old
h(ID∗ , HPW ∗ ) ⊕ C5old = h(riold , CIDold
= h(CIDold
i ), C7
i , ri ) ⊕ CIDi
old
old
∗
and C3 ? = ID ⊕ h(ri ). However, the random number riold
appears in all three equations. It prevents A from guessing the
identity and the password. So A has no way to check if he guess
the correct identity and password. Moreover, in [16], after A got
IDi from Section 6.1, he can guess a password PW ∗ , compute H ∗ =
?

Ni ⊕ h(IDi , PW ∗ ) and check Vi = h(CIDi , C , H ∗ , Z , T1 ). The attack
will be successful once the right PWi is found.
6.4. Resistant to the user impersonation attack
In order to impersonate Ui , A need to forge a valid login request
message M1 = {CIDi , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 }. However, in order to generate
C1 , A should know S’s private key s, but that is contradict to the
assumptions in Section 2.3. Besides, A has only three chances
to pretend to be Ui due to the limit number of consecutive login. So it is hard for A to generate a legal M1 , or we can say
that our scheme resists the user impersonation attack. But in the
scheme [16], once A gets IDi and PWi , he will produce a random
number kA and compute the following data: Hi = Ni ⊕ h(IDi , PWi ),
Z ∗ = TkA (Ts (x)), CID∗i = IDi ⊕ h(Z ∗ , T1∗ ), C ∗ = TkA (x) and
Vi∗ = h(CID∗i , C ∗ , Hi , Z ∗ , T1∗ ). Then a legal forged message M1 =
{CID∗i , C ∗ , Vi∗ , T1∗ } can be sent to S.
6.5. Resistant to the server spoofing attack
In order to imitate server S and forge a valid response message
M2 , A should know the server’s private key s to compute C5 and
retrieve ri , which is used in C5 and C7 . So it is impossible for A to

6.6. Resistant to the de-synchronization attack
Before the password is changed, we use a check mechanism
with the server’s check. If Ui inputs a wrong password by mistake, it
can be blocked by the server. We take the scheme in [16] for examw rong
ple to illustrate this attack. If Ui inputs a wrong password PWi
as the old password and PWinew as a new password, the mobile
w rong
device will compute Ni
= Ni ⊕ h(IDi , PWiwrong ) ⊕ h(IDi , PWinew )
w rong
and replace Ni with Ni
. Next time Ui cannot calculate the right
Hi = h(s, IDi ) with his correct password PWinew , because the mobile
w rong
device computes Ni
⊕ h(IDi , PWinew ) = Ni ⊕ h(IDi , PWiwrong ),
which is inconsistent with h(s, IDi ). Moreover, we notice that the
scheme in [37] lacks of the checking process, either.
6.7. User anonymity
We can see that CIDi = h(IDi , ei ) and C3 = h(ri ) ⊕ IDi ,
and each of them is calculated by IDi mixing with a random
number and a hash function. Therefore, A cannot guess the
real identity without knowing ei and ri . Besides, each element
of M1 = {CIDi , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 } is different in different sessions,
and the untraceability of user is achieved. So our scheme keeps
user anonymity. Here schemes [16,24,39] should be mentioned.
From Section 6.1, we see that the scheme [16] cannot reach user
anonymity. Also, some design flaws exist in the scheme [24] and
they make the scheme lack anonymity: the critical point is that the
parameter lengths are ignored. We suppose A gets CIDa and R from
any session in the public channel first. According to Section 2.3,
Ha , T1 and Z all reach a secure length. And based on [44], the
quantity of the users identities is less than 106 , so this parameter
is shorter than the security length. CIDa = IDa ⊕ (Ha ∥T1 ∥Z ) and
we can see that Ha and T1 are exposed, not masked by IDa . After
A got Ha , he can calculate Z = R ⊕ Ha and finally obtain IDa =
CIDa ⊕ (Ha ∥T1 ∥Z ) where IDa may be masked by Z . Moreover, in [39],
the user’s identity is transmitted in plaintext.
6.8. Freely selected password
The password is a critical element for login, and the password
can be freely chosen and updated by the user is an ideal property
for authentication scheme. In our scheme, each user can choose
and change his own password without limit. But in [39], a longterm password is employed and the password is not the input
element when the user logins.
6.9. Session key construction
At the end of verification phase of our scheme, both Ui and S
build the shared session key for the subsequent communication.
However, in the verification phase of [16], there is no session key
formed for both participants. The secure communication of the
subsequent sessions will cannot be guaranteed without the session
key encrypting messages.
6.10. Strong forward security
Even if all the personal information of Ui and S is obtained by A,
he could not calculate the session key sku or sks . Because every time
Tu (x) and Tv (x) are different and every previous session key Tuv (x)
is hard to be calculated according to the computational Diffie–
Hellman problem assumption.
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Table 3
Security properties.

Resistant to Bergamo et al.’s attack
Resistant to the insider attack
Resistant to the off-line password guessing attack
Resistant to the user impersonation attack
Resistant to the server spoofing attack
Resistant to the de-synchronization attack
User anonymity
Freely selected password
Session key construction
Strong forward security

[37]

[15]

[16]

[24]

[39]

Ours

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

×

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

×

×
×

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

×
✓
✓
✓
✓

×

✓

×
×
✓

×
×
✓

×
N /A

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

Table 4
Performance comparison.

Time cost in login & verification
Communication cost in login and verification (bits)
Transmission times

[37]

[15]

[16]

[24]

[39]

Our scheme

U : 2Tc + 8Th
S : 2Tc + 9Th
3648
3

U : Tc + 5Th
S : Tc + 5Th
1824
2

U : 2Tc + 5Th
S : Tc + 4Th
2848
2

U : 3Tc + 5Th
S : 2Tc + 3Th
4896
2

U : 3Tc + 6Th
S : 3Tc + 6Th
8992
3

U : 2Tc + 10Th
S : 2Tc + 8Th
3332
2

But we should point out that in [15], once A gets IDi , PWi , the
number YU in Ui ’s storage device, the message M1 including the
timestamp T1 and Tu (x) from the public channel, and S’s private
key, he can calculate any previous session key sk = h(IDi ∥(YU ⊕
h(IDi ∥PWi ))∥Tx (Tu (x))∥T1 ). So the scheme in [15] does not keep this
character.
Also, there is no session key in [16]. So it does not have this
character.
7. Performance comparison
In order to facilitate the performance comparison, we give the
following basis.
1. We compare the time for login and verification phases.
And the whole process in [15] is called ‘‘Authentication key
agreement’’ phase while in [37] is ‘‘Authentication’’. Tc is the
time cost of one Chebyshev chaotic map and Th is for one
hash result.
2. To compare the communication cost, we use 160 bits as
the length of hash result, the timestamp and the identity
of user, and 1024 bits as the length of enhanced version
of Chebyshev chaotic map. However, according to [45], the
security level of 2048-bit precision of floating point implies the Chebyshev polynomial degree and value smaller
than 2970 . So we use 2048 bits as the chaotic map length
in [16,39].
The results of performance comparison are listed in Table 4, and
we can see the following facts from Table 4:
1. Our scheme takes less time than [24,39] on the user side and
is also better than [37,39] on the server side.
2. The communication cost in login and verification phases of
our scheme is more than [15,16] , but less than [24,37,39].
3. Our scheme uses two messages in login and verification
phases, same as [15,16,24], and is better than [37,39].
4. The most important index is security. Our scheme is secure
while others have at least one weakness.
So our scheme is more suitable for application in TMISs.
8. Conclusion
For a e-healthcare system, information security is an important
element to be considered, especially in TMISs. To remedy the

problems appearing in the previous chaotic maps-based schemes
for TMISs, we propose a new and secure chaotic maps-based authentication scheme for TMISs. We use the formal proof, formal
verification via Proverif and informal analysis to express the security of our scheme. Through the comparison with some recent
schemes for TMISs, our scheme is more applicable to use in ehealth service.
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